Compliance is a moving target.
We make it easy.

Smelter or Refiner (SOR) Validation
The Next Step in Conflict Minerals Due Diligence
Conflict Minerals Declarations Are Coming Up Short
Since companies began receiving Conflict Minerals declarations from their suppliers in fulfillment of Section 1502
of the Dodd-Frank Act, the SEC and the NGOs reviewing the submitted data have identified weaknesses and
gaps. Many smelters or refiners (SORs) identified in supplier disclosures have not been validated as legitimate.
Others which have been confirmed as legitimate are lacking validation regarding sourcing of conflict minerals from
covered countries.
To address this problem, it is necessary to implement a system of communicating with the disclosed SORs directly
or a chain of communications with the suppliers and their sub-tier suppliers. GreenSoft offers an SOR Validation
service to communicate with the SORs directly, or to follow up diligently with the supply chain to address this issue.

How SOR Validation Works
Initial SOR List Review and Quality Check
GreenSoft will examine the SOR list provided by the customer or extracted from CMRTs provided by the
customer’s suppliers. Any SORs with missing or incorrect information will be identified, and SORs or suppliers will
be contacted for clarification or correction.
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duplicate SORs
from the list.
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Identify and Remove SORs Out of Scope for SOR Validation
Some SORs are not in scope for SOR validation. Examples are SORs which are CFSI/CFSP certified or
LBMA/RJC/DMCC listed. These are SORs which are considered to be adequately validated already do not need
additional validation. Because some customers may prefer to eliminate some items (such as DMCC) from the list,
GreenSoft will confirm the out-of-scope SOR list with the customer when the project starts, as shown below.

Validation of In-Scope SOR List
GreenSoft will start SOR Validation by identifying the contact information of the SORs and the suppliers. Before
contacting the smelters directly, GreenSoft will first filter the in-scope SOR list by using the Alleged SOR
Database, developed by GreenSoft by combining lists from industry organizations. Items in this list are
considered legitimate, while items not on this list must be validated as legitimate.

Data Collection of SOR Validation
GreenSoft will communicate directly with SORs and/or suppliers to obtain the required SOR validation data.
Information collected will include (but not limited to) the following:
• Evidential documents demonstrating that the SOR is a legitimate SOR
• Email statement confirming mine locations
• Statement on 100% use of recycled or scrap metals
• SOR Plan to become compliant (if found to be non-compliant)

Project Status Reporting and Deliverables
GreenSoft will provide a status update 1-2 times per month to allow the customer to track the progress. This
allows the customer to examine data and evaluate progress on an ongoing basis. Project status update reports
show the total number of SORs, the SORs in and out of scope for validation, the validation status, the mine
status, and other information. A Project Manager is in contact with the customer throughout the project.

Re-Assessment
All databases mentioned above are updated at different frequencies. GreenSoft will re-assess the SOR list
provided by the customer based on the database update. The customer will have updated information throughout
the whole process of SOR Validation.

GreenSoft Technology: A Trusted Partner
GreenSoft has 18+ years of experience in managing compliance data and has a broad range of expertise in
active and passive components, electrical and mechanical parts, packing and printing materials, and raw
materials including organic or non-organic chemicals. GreenSoft has relationships with over 42,000 suppliers
worldwide and is ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 27001 certified.

Get started with a FREE Risk Analysis & BOM Scrub! Contact us at:
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